Effects of me in the Maurice, that the best stomachs are not so fas-tme tidiousasallthat!)
I think Christian theology and the idea of Judgment has a good deal to do with it, each one seeing himself as deputizing for the Great Judge!
Apart from all that, it is apparently unthinkable to the tribe of reviewers that one can start handling and displaying to the best of your power—the works of an artist with—-(really and honestly)—no idea of 'criticizing', in the sense of picking out and dwelling on his weak sides! Why! what you are trying to do is to bring home the worth as you see, it, to those who, so far, have only partially received it; that that—-(and that only) is your idea, is a thing that has never entered their heads as a possibility! One phrase in your letter I don't quite follow. You say, after telling me you like my "pungent directness" that in this last work you find, too, "a happy acceptance under the impulse of homage"; I wonder exactly what you mean by that; if ever you have (or can fabricate) an idle moment will you tell me? Again thank you.
Yours very sincerely,
ETHEL SMYTH,
I do not remember what I wrote to Dame Ethel; but by the happy acceptance under the impulse of homage 1 imagine I meant that when one admires one accepts that which the artist gives us, without cavilling. If the acceptance is incomplete, one naturally marks the faults; we are then, moreover, irritated by unmitigated praise.
Each of us does, in fact, accept certain works wholeheartedly, even uncritically. Thus, during the latter years of last century, was Meredith accepted by many who now find him as difficult to read as did those who deprecated him. It is Hardy, not Meredith, who is now most read, both as poet and as novelist. Yet Meredith will come into his own again,
I lately saw, on loan at the Tate Gallery, Whistler's portrait of Carlyle, wherein I found, together with much beautiful painting, some apparent weaknesses not present in the 286

